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Town Officers and Committees

Board of Selectmen

John Tuthill - 2008

Tom Esslinger - 2009
Gretchen Abendschein - 2010

Town Clerk
Tax Collector
Treasurer

Charlotte Comeau — 2010
Marianne Nevelson - 2008

Road Agent

Scott Luther-Houghton — 2008
Kerry Smith

Administrative Assistant

Kathi Bradt

Moderator

John Luther - 2008

Supervisors of the
Checklist

Elizabeth Gowen - 2009
Rose Knight - 2010
Gordon Gowen - 2012

Overseer of Public Welfare
Health Officer

Board of Selectmen
Toni Bowman

Trustees of Trust Funds

Tim Perry - 2008
John Demars - 2009
Alston Barrett - 2010
Marguerite Hanson - 2008
Tanya Holt - 2008
Frances Brown - 2009
Joanne Smith - 2009
Melinda Loiselle - 2010
Jane Esslinger - 2008
John Putnam - 2009
Ruth Balla - 2010

Library Trustees

Cemetery Trustees

Budget Committee

Torrey Greene - 2008
Tim Gowen - 2008
Jack Rieck - 2009
Linda Christie - 2009
James Brown - 2010
Craig Oshkello - 2010
Tom Esslinger, Selectman

Planning Board

Steve Davis - 2008
Rich Bishop - 2008
Jim Jennison - 2008
Ken Christie - 2009
Stella Herpel - 2010
Doug Robinson - 2010
John Tuthill, Selectman
Alternates

Conservation Commission

Craig Oshkello - 2009
Betsey Snider - 2009
Debby Hinman - 2010
Laurence Williamson - 2010
Rob DeValk - 2008

Peter Maynard - 2008
Helen Frink - 2009
Dan Young - 2009
Debby Hinman - 2010
Sue Paton - 2010
Gretchen Abendschein, Selectman

Alternates

Sandy Brewer - 2009
Mark Wellens - 2010

Zoning Board of
Adjustment

Alternates

Energy Committee

Recreation Committee
FMRSD Board
Town Forester
Tree Warden

Rob DeValk - 2008

Frank Emig - 2009
Jay Phinizy - 2009
Stella Herpel - 2010
Gail Wilson - 2010
Jim Elsesser — 2009
Lisa Earl — 2009

William Sandoe — 2009
Peter Sotiropoulos — 2009
Joanna Dennett — 2010
Noah Tuthill — 2010
Susan Cutting — 2011
Alice fogel - 2011
Mary Lord
James Elsesser
Peter Rhoades
G. Kristian Fenderson

Regular Meetings and Events
Selectmen

First, third, fifth Mondays, 7:00PM

Town Clerk

Mon., Tues., Wed. 6:30PM-8:00PM
Sat. 9:00AM-11:00AM

Tax Collector

Mon. 8:30AM-12:30PM

Planning Board

Last Wed. of the month, 7:00PM

Conservation Commission

Second Wed. of the month, 7:00PM

Zoning Board of Adjustment

First Wed. of the month, 7:00PM

Cemetery Trustees

Last Thurs. of the month, 4:00PM

Library Trustees

Second Thurs. of the month, 2:30PM

Trustees of Trust Funds

Regular or Special meeting dates posted,
Contact: Alston Barrett, Meeting Chair

Selectmen’s office

Mon.-Fri., 8:30AM-12:30PM, 835-6879

Highway Garage

Answering machine 835-6866

Transfer Station

Wed. 11:00AM-6PM, Sat. 9:00AM-4 PM,
Sun. 1:00PM-5:00PM, 835-6602

Library

Tues. & Thurs. 11:30AM-5:30PM,
Sun. 11:30AM-4:30PM, 835- 2150

Emergency

Fire 352-1100
State Police Troop C 358-3333

WARRANT FOR TOWN OF ACWORTH
MARCH 11, 2008

To the inhabitants of the Town of Acworth, NH in the County of Sullivan in said state,
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to bring your votes for Town Officers, and any other questions, to
the Town Hall on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March next, between the hours of 10:00 of

the clock in the morning until 9:00 of the clock in the evening to act upon the following:
ARTICLE ONE: To vote by non-partisan ballot for the following Town Officers:
Selectmen: 1 for 3 Year Term
Tax Collector: 1 for 1 Year Term
Treasurer: | for 1 Year Term
Moderator: 1 for 2 Year Term
Library Trustee: 2 for 3 year Terms
Budget Committee: 2 for 3 Year Terms
Trustee of Trust Funds: 1 for 3 Year Term
Cemetery Trustee: 1 for 3 Year Term
Planning Board: 1 for unexpired | year portion of 3 Year Term
Planning Board: 2 for 3 Year Terms
Furthermore, you are hereby notified that discussion and voting on the following articles
will commence at 7:30 of the clock in the evening on March 11 next at the Town Hall:
ARTICLE TWO: To see if the Town will accept the minutes of the Town Meeting of
March 13, 2007.

ARTICLE THREE: To see if the Town will empower the Selectmen to serve as pound
keepers, measurers of wood and fence viewers.

ARTICLE FOUR: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE FIVE: To see if the Town will vote to authorize and direct the Selectmen
to annually transfer any and all funds from the sale of burial lots to the unrestricted
Cemetery Trust Fund. Such transfers shall be made no later than December 31 each year.
ARTICLE SIX: To see if the Town will vote to transfer $10,000 from the Town Forest

Maintenance Fund into the General Fund. Said funds were derived from sustainable
timber harvests managed by the Conservation Commission in accordance with the longterm Town Forest Management Plan. Submitted by the Conservation Commission.
ARTICLE SEVEN: To see if the Town will vote to accept a gift of approximately
32 acres of land (Map 225, Lot 7) that borders the Acworth Wetlands. This gift must
be added to the Acworth Wetlands and a conservation easement placed on it through
the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests or another land protection
organization. Submitted by the Conservation Commission.

6

ARTICLE EIGHT: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to execute a quitclaim
deed to the Estate of Remo Capello for property located off Burroughs Road, Tax map
207, Lot 13, for the purpose of removing a possible cloud on title.
ARTICLE NINE: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,180.00 for the purpose of purchasing a generator for an Emergency Operations Center
pursuant to the Town’s Emergency Operations Plan; the Town share of $4,090.00 to be
raised by taxes with matching funds of $4,090.00 to be provided from the Emergency
Management Performance Grant Program if approved. No expenditure shall be made if
the grant application is denied. Budget Committee and Board of Selectmen recommend
this article.
ARTICLE TEN: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$46,000.00 for the purpose of Hazard Mitigation culvert replacement on Crane Brook
Road; the Town share of $23,000.00 to be raised by taxes with matching funds of
$23,000.00 to be provided from the Emergency Management Performance Grant Program
if approved. No expenditure shall be made if the grant application is denied.
Budget Committee and Board of Selectmen recommend this article.
ARTICLE ELEVEN: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $30,000.00
for the purchase of a Highway Department pickup truck. Budget Committee does not
recommend this article.
ARTICLE TWELVE: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the Budget
Committee recommended sum of $1,007,301.00 for general municipal operations. The
Selectmen recommend $1,007,301.00 also. This article does not include Special or
Individual articles addressed. Budget Committee and Board of Selectmen recommend
this article.
ARTICLE THIRTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to endorse the restoration of the

Acworth Meetinghouse. By citizen petition.
ARTICLE FOURTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to approve the following resolution
to be forwarded to our State Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor:
Resolved: We the citizens of Acworth, NH believe in a New Hampshire that is
just and fair. The property tax has become unjust and unfair. State leaders who
take a pledge for no new taxes perpetuate higher and higher property taxes. We
call on our State Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor to reject
the “Pledge”, have an open discussion covering all options, and adopt a revenue
system that lowers property taxes. By citizen petition.
ARTICLE FIFTEEN: To transact any other business that may legally be brought before
this Town Meeting.
Given under our hands and the seal of the Town of Acworth this 18" day of February,
2008. A True Copy 6fWa
Attgst: Board of Selectmen:

Tom Esslinger
Gretchen Abendschein frites

John Tuthi
Aber Archer
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Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
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Budget per RSA 32:18: __$ 106,148

Tax impact of budget committee's proposed budget based on 2007 assessed values:

2008 local tax rate per $1,000 of proposed budget

$6.79

2007 local tax rate per $1,000 of assessed value

$6.63

2008 local tax increase per $100,000 of value

$16.00
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF ACWORTH
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING MINUTES
March 13, 2007
Elections — 10:10 a.m. - 7:40 p.m. and 10:15 p.m. — 10:20 p.m.
Business Meeting — 7:40 p.m. — 12:15 a.m.

To the inhabitants of the Town of Acworth, NH in the County of Sullivan in said state,
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to bring your votes for Town Officers, and any other questions,
to the Town Hall on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March next, between the hours of
10:00 of the clock in the morning until 9:00 of the clock in the evening to act upon the
following:
ARTICLE ONE: To vote by non-partisan ballot for the following Town Officers:
Results of ballots cast — declared winners’ names are noted in bold print
Selectmen — One person for three-year term
Gretchen Abendschein
(write in)
Hugh Gendron
Stephen T. Davis, Jr.

186
161
8

Town Clerk — One person for three-year term
Charlotte Comeau

336

Tax Collector - One person for one-year term
Marianne Nevelson

325

Treasurer - One person for one-year term
Scott Luther-Houghton

332

Library Trustee — One person for three-year term
Melinda Loiselle
319
Budget Committee — Two persons for three-year term
Craig Oshkello
184
James K. Brown
173
Tara Lynn Auger
165
Trustee of Trust Funds — One Person for three-year term
Alston W. Barrett
308
Cemetery Trustee — One Person for three-year term
Ruth Balla

15

323

Planning Board — One Person for unexpired one-year
year term
Richard Bishop
169
Craig Oshkello
Planning Board — Two Persons for three-year term
Douglas Robinson
Stella Herpel
Jonathan Landry
152
James K. Jennison

portion of three-

164
179
176

142

Furthermore, you are hereby notified that discussion and voting on the following articles
will commence at 7:30 of the clock in the evening on March 13 next at the Town Hall:
Moderator John Luther called the meeting to order at 7:40 p.m. on Tuesday, March
13, 2007 at the Acworth Town Hall. John announced that the polls would be open
after the meeting for those that still had not voted. He then asked all to stand and join
him in the pledge of allegiance.
Selectman Thomas Esslinger presented an appreciation plaque from the town to
Lyman Young upon his retirement after 34 years of service. Lyman received a
standing ovation. Kathi Bradt presented Lyman’s wife Alice with flowers for her
support through the years.
John Luther went over a few rules of how the meeting would be conducted. His
expectations were that people would be respectful and not interrupt one another.
He then began by reading the warrant.

ARTICLE TWO: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty
thousand dollars ($60,000) for the completion of renovations with handicap compliance
to the Town offices; and further to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept
federal, state or other aid, 1f any, which may be available for said project, to comply with
all laws applicable to said project and to take any other action or to pass any other vote
relative thereto; and further, to authorize the Selectmen to finalize the building design and
work as overseers of the construction.
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article.
Article Two moved by Tom Esslinger. Seconded by Torrey Greene.
Lyman Young moved to amend this article. Seconded by Mary Lord.
Lyman Young proposed to amend this article from $60,000 to $120,000.
After a lengthy discussion, the amendment was moved to vote by show of voter
cards.
YES

91

NOow#

AMENDMENT

PASSED

16

51

After more brief discussion on the article as amended, article was moved to secret

ballot vote using letter “A”. The ballots were collected and counted while the
meeting continued.
YES

100

NO

50

ARTICLE TWO PASSED AS AMENDED

ARTICLE THREE: To see if the Town will accept the minutes of the Town Meeting of
March 14, 2006.

Article Three moved by Rob Devalk. Seconded by John Balla.
With no discussion, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.

ARTICLE THREE PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

ARTICLE FOUR: To see if the Town will empower the Selectmen to serve as pound
keepers, measurers of wood and fence viewers.
Article Four moved by Jim Brown. Seconded by Lorraine Dion.
With no discussion, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.
ARTICLE FOUR PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

ARTICLE FIVE: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes.
Article Five moved by Jim Brown. Seconded by Scott Luther-Houghton.
With no discussion, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.
ARTICLE FIVE PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

ARTICLE SIX: To see if the Town will vote to dissolve the Sullivan County Regional
Refuse Disposal District.
Article Six moved by Bill Symonds. Seconded by George Collins.
After a brief discussion by John Tuthill, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.
ARTICLE SIX PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

ARTICLE SEVEN: To see if the Town will vote to withdraw from the Sullivan County
Regional Refuse Disposal District in the event that the dissolution of the District is not
approved by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of the District.
Article Seven moved by John Tuthill. Seconded by Sally Eaton.
After a brief discussion by John Tuthill, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.
ARTICLE SEVEN PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
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ARTICLE EIGHT: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be added to the Highway Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund established 2000, Article 5.

Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article.
Article Eight moved by Lorraine Dion. Seconded by Torrey Greene.
After a brief discussion, the article was moved to vote by voice vote. Manifestly in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE EIGHT PASSED

ARTICLE NINE: To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the following Capital
Reserve Funds with said funds and accumulated interest to date of withdrawal, to be
transferred to the Town’s general fund:
Old Cemetery ETF: 1991; Town Maintenance CRF: 1991; Fire Truck CRF: 2003, Article
17; Town Office Renovation/Addition Capital Reserve Fund: 2006, Article 17.
Article Nine moved by Ralph Balla. Seconded by Ruth Balla.
Ruth Balla questioned whether there are funds in the old cemetery ETF account.
If so, she doesn’t want these funds to be transferred to the town’s general fund.
Treasurer not sure of the answer.
Claude Bassine moved to table this article and come back to it when there is an
answer. Seconded by Ed Metsack.
Scott Luther-Houghton moved to amend the article instead of tabling it. Seconded
by Bill Symonds.
Amendment to take out the “Old Cemetery ETF: 1991” line from this article until
further research is done to find out if there are funds in the account. Moderator
asked Claude Bassinne if he would withdraw his motion to table the article in favor
of the amendment, he agreed.
Amendment moved to vote by voice vote.
AMENDMENT

PASSED

UNANIMOUSLY

Article Nine as amended move to voice vote.

ARTICLE

NINE PASSED

UNANIMOUSLY

AS AMENDED

ARTICLE TEN: To see if the Town will vote to increase the Veteran’s Tax Credit from
$50 to $100.
Article Ten moved by John Tuthill. Seconded by Lyman Young.
With no discussion, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.
ARTICLE TEN PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE ELEVEN:

To see if the Town will vote to increase the Service Connected

Disability Credit and Surviving Spouse Credit both from $700 to $1,400.
Article Eleven moved by Ken Cubberly. Seconded by Bill Murphy.
After brief discussion, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.
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ARTICLE ELEVEN PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

ARTICLE TWELVE: To see if the Town will vote to increase the Elderly Exemptions
from property tax as follows:
For a person 65 years of age up to 75 years: $15,000;
For a person 75 years of age up to 80 years: $30,000:
For a person 80 years of age or older: $40,000.
To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least five years,
own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person’s
spouse, they must have a net income of not more than $17,500 or, if married, a combined
net income of $24,000; and own net assets not in excess of $40,000 excluding the value

of the person’s residence.
Article Twelve moved by Marcie Maynard. Seconded by Olga Bassinne.
After some discussion, the article was moved to vote by voice vote.
ARTICLE TWELVE

PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

ARTICLE THIRTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to require consideration of
competitive bids for any capital expenditure which would exceed $7,000.00.
Article Thirteen moved by Rob Vogel. Seconded by Ed Metsack.
Tracy Hanson moved to amend this article. Seconded by Ralph Balla.
Tracy Hanson moved to amend this article to $2,000.00
After some discussion, Tracy agreed to change the amount of the amendment to
$5,000.00.
Amendment moved to vote by voice vote.
AMENDMENT

FAILED

Article moved to vote by voice vote. Manifestly in the affirmative.

ARTICLE THIRTEEN PASSED

ARTICLE FOURTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the Budget
Committee recommended sum of $798,621 for general municipal operations. The
Selectmen recommend $798,621 also. This article does not include special or individual
articles addressed.
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article.
Article Fourteen moved by Torrey Greene. Seconded by Kerry Smith.
John Tuthill moved to amend this article. Seconded by Craig Oshkello.
John Tuthill proposed to amend this article by increasing the budget by $4,000 for
Planning Board capital improvement plan.
After a lengthy discussion Lyman Young moved the question on the amendment.
Seconded by Torrey Greene.
Moving the question passed by voice vote.
Amendment moved to vote by voice vote. Manifestly in the affirmative.
AMENDMENT

ee)

PASSED

Article Fourteen as amended to increase the budget by $4,000 for the sum of
$802,621.
After brief discussion, amended article moved to vote by voice vote. Manifestly in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE FOURTEEN

PASSED AS AMENDED

ARTICLE FIFTEEN: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town to send letters
to our Federal Senators, Representatives and the President urging quick action on the
ratification of “The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change.” By citizen petition.
Article Fifteen moved by Charley Haines. Seconded by Dave Tenney.
After a lengthy discussion Lyman Young moved the question. Seconded by Ed
Metsack.
Moving the question passed by voice vote.
Article moved to vote by voice vote. Manifestly in the negative.
Secret ballot vote was requested by Sandra Wotowiec. Moderator agreed.
Article moved to secret ballot vote using letter “B”.
The ballots were collected and counted while meeting continued.
YES oa 9

NO

81

ARTICLE FIFTEEN FAILED

ARTICLE SIXTEEN: To see if the Town will go on record in support of effective
actions by the President and the Congress to address the issue of climate change which is
increasingly harmful to the environment and the economy of New Hampshire and to the
future well being of the people of Acworth.
These actions include:
1. Establishment of a national program requiring reductions of U.S. greenhouse gas
emissions while protecting the U.S. economy.
2. Creation of a major national research initiative to foster rapid development of
sustainable energy technologies thereby stimulating new jobs and investment.

In addition, the Town of Acworth encourages New Hampshire citizens to work
for emission reductions within their communities, and we ask our Selectmen to

consider the appointment of a voluntary energy committee to recommend local
steps to save energy and reduce emissions. By citizen petition.
Article Sixteen moved by Debbie Hinman. Seconded by Gail Williamson.
After a lengthy discussion Jack Rieck moved the question. Seconded by Lyman
Young.
Moving the question passed by voice vote.
Article moved to vote by voice vote. Moderator was unsure of vote so asked to vote
again by show of voter cards.
YES

= 62

NO

20

63

Secret ballot vote was requested by Sandra Wotowiec. Five others raised hands
requesting secret ballot vote.
Article moved to secret ballot vote using letter “C”.
The ballots were collected and counted while the meeting continued.

YES

67

NO

62

ARTICLE SIXTEEN PASSED

ARTICLE SEVENTEEN: To transact any other business that may legally be brought
before this Town Meeting.
Tara Auger asked why road committee was disbanded.
Selectman Tom Esslinger indicated the reason was lack of interest and that no one
showed up for the meetings. There was never a quorum so the decision was made by
the Selectman to disband the road committee. Selectman would love to have a road
committee but didn’t want to have a committee on the books if no one was interested
or showing up for the meetings. Tara indicated that it was not brought before the
town to disband the committee. Asked if letters were sent out to the members to
disband the committee. Tom didn’t recall any letters being sent and that as far as
the Selectman were concerned, the committee was out by default.
Mary Bishop made a motion that the town get involved in sending letters to support
the impeachment proceedings of the President and Vice President of the United
States.
Moderator indicated that this would be a non-binding vote.
After some discussion Jack Rieck moved the question. Seconded by Arthur Dion.
Moving the question passed by voice vote.
Non-legally binding proposed question moved to vote by voice vote. Moderator
wasn’t sure so asked for a show of voter cards.

ES cies 7

NO

67

MOTION DEFEATED
With no other business at hand, Jack Rieck moved to adjourn the meeting.
Seconded by Arthur Dion.
Voice vote to adjourn the meeting. Manifestly in the affirmative.
Moderator announced at 10:15 p.m. that the business portion of meeting is
adjourned and that anyone that wishes to vote may do so.
Polls closed at 10:20 p.m. Meeting recessed at 10:20 p.m. to count ballots.

Meeting was adjourned at 12:15 a.m. |
Respectfully submitted by, Charlotte Comeau, Acworth Town Clerk
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
2007 Tax Rate Calculation
TOWN PORTION
Gross Appropriations
Less: Revenues
Less: Shared Revenues
Add: Overlay
Add: War Service Credits

947,621
(337,107)
(4,100)
49,877
8,700
664,991

Net Town Appropriation
Special Adjustment

664,991

Approved Town Tax Effort

6.63

Town Rate per $1,000

SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget
Regional School Apportionment
Less: Adequate Education Grant
Less: Additional FYO4 Targeted Aid
Less: State Education Taxes

1,324,878
(438,012)

(198,518)
688,348

Approved School Tax Effort
Local School Rate per $1,000

STATE EDUCATION

6.85

TAXES

88,624,294
2.24

State Equalized Valuation (no utilities)
State Education Rate per $1,000

198,518

Approved State School Tax Effort
State Education Rate per $1,000
based on local assessed valuation
(no utilities) of $99,042,510
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County
Less: Shared Revenues

2.00

213,406
(1,046)
212,360

Approved County Tax Effort
County Rate per $1,000

TOTAL COMBINED TAX RATE PER $1,000

17.59
1,764,217
(8,700)
1,730,017

Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits

TOTAL PROPERTY TAX COMMITMENT

local
assessed
valuation
99,042,510
100,457,510

PROOF OF TAX RATE
State Education Tax (no utilities)
All Other Taxes

tax rate
per 1,000
2.00
15.53

17.59

IV:

taxes
assessed
198,518

1,565,699
1,764,217
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Comparative statement of appropriations and expenditures for 2007
Appropriation title

GENERAL BUDGET
Town officers’ salaries
Elections and registration
Payroll tax expenses
Revaluation of property
Legal expenses
Planning and zoning
Town hall expenses
Cemeteries
Insurance
Regional planning assoc.
Town office expense
Police
Ambulance
Fire & Rescue services
Emergency management*
Highway maintenance
Street lighting
Highway parts, fuel, equip

Appropriated

$

26,250
3,500
15,000
13,245
18,000
10,500
18,700
15,150
14,794
988
55,425
10,000
8,544
32,000
6,775
253,000
2,000
60,000

Expended

$

24,596
1,236
15,138
15,427
17,945
Tia
24,242
10,494
14,544
988
56,578
3,646
8,544
32,000
21,846
248,220
2;¥an
44,531

Unexpended

$

Overdrafted

1,654
1,764

$
-

138
2,162

20
3323

.
-

5,542

4,656
250

-

1182

6,354

.
-

15,071

4,780

-

125

15,469

-

Solid waste disposal

80,000

12,3021

7,673

-

Landfill closure
Animal control
Health and other agencies
Welfare
Parks and recreation
Library operations
Memorial day expenses
Conservation commission
Conservation preservation
Interest expense
Equipment lease-hgwy trk
Buildings
Road projects and paving
Conserv. Comm. (LUCT)
Forest Maintenance Fund

4,500
1,400
8,000
7,500
2,000
23,450
200
700
2,000
1,000
25,000
2,000
74,000
2,000
5,000

4,383
1,088
4,470
250
1,460
23,450
200
700
2,000
2Sek OF
23,338
19,787
83,518
5,000

hi
ae
3,500
7,250
540

.
.
:

subtotal

802,621

795,669

-

2,327

-

17,787

-

9,518

1,062

2,000

-

-

60,795

53,843

TREASURER'S REPORT
Comparative statement of appropriations and expenditures for 2007 (continued)
Appropriation title

Appropriated

Expended

SPECIAL ARTICLES
Cap reserve-highway equip.

25,000

25,000

-

-

subtotal

25,000

25,000

-

-

120,000

120,000

-

-

120,000

120,000

.

-

INDIVIDUAL ARTICLES
Town hall renovations
subtotal

TOTALS

$§$

947,621

$§

on

940,669

Unexpended

§

Overdrafted

607/955

53,843

TREASURER'S REPORT
Detailed Statements of Receipts for 2007
Jan - Dec 07

3100 From
3110.1
3110.2
3110.3
3120.1
3120.2
3185.1
3185.2
3187.1
3190.1
3190.3
3190.4

tax collector
Property taxes-current year
Property taxes-prior years
Property tax redemptions
Land use change tax-current year
Land use change tax-prior years
Timber yield taxes-current year
Timber yield taxes-prior years
Excavation tax-current year
Interest & costs-late property taxes
Interest & costs-late yield taxes
Interest & costs-lien redemptions

3200 From
3220.1
3220.2
3220.3
3220.4
3220.5
3220
3290.1
3290.2
3290.3
3290.4
3291.1
3291.2
3291.3

town clerk
Motor vehicle permit fees
Town clerk fee
Title application fees
Title transfer fee

Agent fee for State stickers
Bounced checks replaced in 2008
Dog license fees-town portion
Dog license fees-state portion
Birth, death, marriage fees
Pole license
Filing fees
Bad check fees
Miscellaneous fees

$

1,575,520.67
966,639.81
52,382.87

7,998.30
783.53
84.70
12,609.30
91.98
7,159.67
2,223,270.83

126,312.50
1,396.00
456.00
360.00
3,137.50
(325.00)
882.50
392.00
612.00
20.00
5.00
75.00
120.00
133,443.50

3319 From Federal sources
3319.1 FEMA funds for road repairs

3350

266,740.50
266,740.50

From State sources

3351 Shared revenue block grant —
3352

Meals and rooms distribution

3353

Highway block grant

3356

Forest land reimbursement

3359.2

Other State grants (Emergency Plan)

3400 Revenue from services
3404 Transfer station fees

9,721.00
37,480.65
125,153.22
222.87
6,000.00
178,577.74

7,916.00
7,916.00
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TREASURER'S REPORT (continued)
Detailed Statements of Receipts for 2007
Jan - Dec 07
3500

Miscellaneous sources

3501.2
3501.3
3501.4
3501.5
3502.1
3509.2
3230.2
3292.1
3292.2
3292.3
3292.4
3292.5

Cemetery lot sales
Gove lot timber sales
Sale of equipment
Reimbursed prior year legal fees
Interest income on deposits
Recycling proceeds
Building permits fees
Driveway permit fees
Planning board fees
Sale of histories, maps
Miscellaneous fees
Equipment rental refund

3915 From capital reserve funds
3915.5 From capital reserve-town office rennov/addit'n

3916 Trust and agency funds
3916.1 Cemetery trust funds
3916.3 Reimbursed from Forest Maintenance funds
3916.4 Forest maintenance plan expenses paid

350.00
9,637.01
152.00
568.13
3,458.01
3,508.50
380.00
90.00
1,406.38
10.00
903.49
1,160.00
21,623.52

1,098.69
1,098.69

1,160.00
2,900.00
(2,900.00)
1,160.00

Total cash receipts for 2007
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2,833,830.78

TREASURER'S REPORT
Detailed Statements of Disbursements for 2007
Jan - Dec 07

4130

Executive expenses

Selectman-Thomas Esslinger

$

Selectman-John Tuthill
Selectman-Gretchen Abendschein

Treasurer-Scott Luther-Houghton
Tax collector-Marianne Nevelson

Deputy tax collector-Charlotte Comeau
Town clerk-Charlotte Comeau
Deputy clerk-Crystal Bascom
Health officer-Toni Bowman

4140 Elections and vital statistics
Public notices

2,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
4,038.51
6,500.00
1,096.13
6,230.76
480.75
250.00
24,596.15

123.90
1,140.00
20.00
452.00

Stipends-election officials
Training
Vital record fees

1,735.90
4150 Payroll tax expenses
Payroll taxes-cleaning
Payroll taxes-dump attendant
Payroll taxes-election official
Payroll taxes-forest fires
Payroll taxes-highway
Payroll taxes-planning board
Payroll taxes-town office
Payroll taxes-town officials

100.43
1,002.95
87.21
13.10
9,525.54
91.05
2,435.68
1,881.60
15,137.56

4152 Revaluation of property
Property assessing
Mapping

4153

13,566.91
1,860.00
15,426.91
17,944.83

Legal expenses

4191 Planning and zoning
Wages - Planning Board
Capital Improvement Plan contract
Master Plan expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
Public notices
Registry recording
Training

1,190.31
4,000.00
580.00
9.97
1,274.85
78.00
42.00
TAT aa
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TREASURER'S REPORT (continued)
Detailed Statements of Disbursements for 2007

Jan - Dec 07

4194 Town hall
Wages - cleaning
Architect
Cleaning, shoveling
Electricity
Fuel oil

1912.50
6,048.50
54.00
1149.00
2,653.14

Mowing

4,715.00

Railing
Repairs
Supplies

1,943.60
8,567.67
767.71

24,241.77
4195 Cemeteries
Brush removal
Cemetery maps
Miscellaneous expenses
Mowing
Stone restoration endowed
Stone restoration unendowed
Tree Work

688.00

820.00
81.00
3,640.00
1,160.00
1,505.00
2,600.00

10,494.00
4196 Insurance
Property and general liability
State unemployment insurance
Workmens compensation

6,641.57
690.00
7,212.00
14,543.57

4197

Regional planning associations

987.84

4199 Town office expenses
Wages-administrative assistant
Wages-office help
Audit of Tax Collector
Audit of Treasurer
Bank service charges
Computer, software and support
Deed office recording fees
Dues to Associations
Miscellaneous
Office equipment
Office supplies
Outside consultants
Postage
Public notices
Services of forester
Telephone
Tax collector expenses

31,694.00
145.00
2,475.00
1,525.00
98.51
6,786.44
189.06
648.19
209.60
706.52
19753.49
330.00
923.64
387.26
658.80
1,642.66
3,294.24
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TREASURER'S REPORT (continued)
Detailed Statements of Disbursements for 2007
Jan - Dec 07

1,876.64
1,397.91
96.41
340.00
56,578.07

Town clerk expenses
Town reports
Trustees of Trust Funds expense
Workshops and training

4210 Police
Contract services
Dispatch
Storage rent

4215

Ambulance

4220

Fire

35.00
3,107.39
504.00
3,646.39
8,544.00

32,000.00

4290 Emergency management
Wages-forest fires
Forest fires other costs
Planning and mitigation
FEMA grant expense road repairs
NRCS grant expense flood repair

171.26
200.00
6,000.00
115,725.50
172,490.00
294,586.76

4312 Highway maintenance
Wages-highway
Health insurance
Calcium chloride
Culverts
Materials-gravel and shurpak
Miscellaneous
Mower, chipper and equip rental
Salt
Sand screening and piling

124,260.45
23,212.32
2,937.90
11,940.70
27,373.56
1,247.30
25,149.00
17,758.28
14,340.50

248,220.01
4316 Street lighting

2,125.17

4319 Highway - general expenses
Building maintenance
Diesel fuel
Electricity
Gas
Heating oil
Miscellaneous
New equipment
Repairs, parts
Supplies
Telephone

145.90
16,857.02
1,389.25
2,262.01
3,993.82
350.00
3,051.49
14,992.22
921.76
567.41

44,530.88
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TREASURER'S REPORT (continued)
Detailed Statements of Disbursements for 2007
Jan - Dec 07

4324 Solid waste
Wages-dump attendent
Compactor trucking/rental fees
Demolition disposal fees
Electricity
Electronics Recycling
Freon Extraction
Hazardous waste disposal
Miscellaneous supplies
Mixed paper disposal
NH/VT SWP current year
NH/VT SWP settlement pymt
Telephone
Tire disposal
Training

13,110.50
24,204.64
14,243.12
235.75
690.38
246.40
777.85
650.90
31.90
12,662.65
4,000.00
394.70
593.50
484.44
12,326.73

4325

4,382.85

Landfill closure

4414 Animal control
Animal trapping
Dog tags
State fees
Vet and boarding

84.00
126.48
364.00
514.00
1,088.48

4415 Health and other agencies
Alstead Food Shelf
Community Alliance of Human Ser
Fall Mountain Friendly Meals
Home Healthcare Hospice & CS
Sullivan County Hospice
S W Community Services
West Central Behavorial Health

4445

600.00
500.00
400.00
1,000.00
250.00
840.00
880.00
4,470.00
249.90

Welfare

4520

Recreation
Electricity
Mowing
Program expense
Supplies

292.40
805.00
300.00
62.77
1,460.17

4550 Library
Wages-library
Payroll taxes-library
Miscellaneous
Library appropriation paid

17,048.75
1,304.22
189.53
4,907.50

23,450.00
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TREASURER'S REPORT (continued)
Detailed Statements of Disbursements for 2007
Jan - Dec 07

4583

200.00

Memorial day expenses

4611 Conservation commission
CC association dues
Crescent Lake testing
Miscellaneous expense
CC appropriation paid

175.00
233.16
255.58
36.26
700.00

4619 Conservation preservation
Crescent Lake Milfoil Committee

2,000.00

4723 Interest expense
Interest on abatement refunds
Interest on tax anticipation notes

132.11
3,195.08
3,327.19

4902 Machinery, vehicles & equipment
Equipment lease-highway truck

23,937.82

4903 Buildings
Office furniture and equipment
Town hall renovations

119.99
139,667.40
139,787.39

4909 Improvements other than bdligs
Road engineering
Road projects and paving
Town gravel pit development

3,400.00
62,672.85
17,117.60

83,190.45
4912 To special revenue funds
Conservation commission fund
Forest maintenance fund

9,637.01
9,637.01

4915 To capital reserve funds
Capital reserve-highway equipment

25,000.00

4931

Sullivan County

213,406.00

4933

FM Regional School District

961,864.89

Abatements/overpymts refunded

13,602.16

Tax liens by town

61,432.02

2,468,024
.00

Net Income
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Town of Acworth

Balance Sheets (All Funds, Comparative)
December 31, 2007 and 2006

December 31

2007
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Checking
Money market

1,387.27
376,005.30
13,286.40
14,615.14
50.00
40.00
405,384.11

Savings - conservation commission
Savings - forest maintenance
Petty cash - town clerk

Petty cash - town office

2006

1,452.35
183,655.09
13,188.26
7,816.70
50.00
40.00

206,202.40

Taxes receivable

187,349.26

Taxes receivable - property tax
Taxes receivable - land use change tax

Taxes receivable - timber yield tax
Tax liens receivable - 2004 levy
Tax liens receivable - 2005 levy
Tax liens receivable - 2006 levy
Allowance for abatements-property tax

15,183.87
32,355.62

605,267.75
3,290.00
783.14
8,562.06
30,319.28
(11,061.00)

234,888.75

637,161.23

Other receivables

FEMA reimbursement receivable
Due from capital reserves

5,337.04
5,337.04

TOTAL ASSETS

$

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities
School district payable
Tax anticipation note payable

640,272.86

848,700.67

344,527.86

419,526.70
175,000.00
2,000.00
596,526.70

Gove Lot performance bond refundable

TOTAL LIABILITIES

344,527.86

Fund balances

Fund balance - general
Fund balance - conservation commission
Fund balance - forest maintenance

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

a

$

267,843.46
13,286.40
14,615.14
295,745.00

231,169.01
13,188.26
7,816.70

640,272.86

848,700.67

202,113.08

TREASURER'S REPORT
Summary of accounts held by treasurer for 2007

General checking account
Beginning balance 1/1/07
Transfers from money market
Expenditures per treasurer's report
Forest maintenance bills paid
Revenues or expenses reported net
Tax anticipation notes paid
Performance bonds refunded
MMA bank charges included in expenditures

Ending balance 12/31/07

$

General money market account
Beginning balance 1/1/07
Revenues per treasurer's report
Proceeds from tax anticipation note
Transfer from reval/mapping capital reserve for 2006
Transfers from Cons. Comm. to cover forest maint. bills
Reimbursements reported net of an expense account
Bank charges
Transfers to general checking

Ending balance 12/31/07

Conservation commission

$

$

1,452.35

3,005,000.00
(2,468,024.00)
(2,900.00)
(2,211.08)
(530,000.00)
(2,000.00)
70.00
1,337.27

183,655.09
2,833,830.78
355,000.00
5,991.00
2,900.00
(301.57)
(70.00)

__{3,005,000.00)
$

376,005.30

$

13,188.26

savings account

Beginning balance 1/1/07
LUC tax proceeds
2007 balance of appropriation
Interest income
Bank service charges
Conservation commission expenses

Ending balance 12/31/07

36.26
61.88

$

Forest maintenance savings account
Beginning balance 1/1/07
Timber sale proceeds
Interest income
Forest management plan expenses

13,286.40

$

7,816.70
9,637.01
61.43
(2,900.00)

$

14,615.14

Transfer to general fund
Ending balance 12/31/07
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Tel ries

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Certified Public Accountants

Board of Selectmen
Town of Acworth

Acworth, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying Treasurer's Report (cash basis of accounting) of the Treasurer of
the Town of Acworth for the year January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2006. This schedule is the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the schedule
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the Treasurer’s Report is free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the schedules.

An

audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall schedule presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the schedule referred to above presents fairly the activity in the Treasurer’s accounts
arising from the cash transactions for the year January |, 2006 through December 31, 2006.
Respectfully submitted,

Waren

or—Rick,

P-7-

MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL
Certified Public Accountants

ASSOCIATION

October 24, 2006
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‘2007 Schedule of Town Properties and Values

Town Hall and Land 229-1
Contents per LGC/PLT
Library and Land 229-32
Contents per LGC/PLT
Town Garage and Transfer Station 253-11
Equipment
Contents per LGC/PLT
Town Common 229-3
Subtotal
Land Acquired Through Tax Collector’s Deeds:
Roberts Lot 236-10
Howard Estate Lot 210-39
Ball Lot 230-3
Buss Lot 226-1
Callum Lot 234-18

$155,200
101,372
120,000
235,990
161,400
250,000
98,208
30,900
1,151,070

43,700
36,900

Crescent Lake Lot 201-60
Farnsworth Lot (Ball field)
Gove and Fournier Lots (Town Forest) 211-1
Hurd Lots 201-107 and 108
Jennison Lot 240-9
Nelson Lot 240-5
Onofrio Lot 229-30
Prouty Lot 250-2
Shaw Lot 210-36
Subtotal

11,900
12,200
32,800
36,300
15,300
62,200
120,900
391,000
95,700
34,700
38,900
7,800
39,500
979,800

Land Acquired Through Gift or Purchase:
Acworth Wetlands: Peirera/Diggert Lots 225-6
Pierce Brook Lot 209-7
Ward Lot 218-4
Mill Pond Acre/Mica Shed 246-17
Contents per LGC/PLT
Five Points School House Lot 231-8
Prince Lot 246-57
Lubetkin/Cemetery Lot 234-13
Subtotal

109,800
47,200
25,500
38,800
1,000
12,900
2,500
35,300
273,000

Champney Lot 226-6

Additional Town lots per new mapping:
Derry Hill 234-19
Burrough Road 207-6
Stebbins Road 229-58
Hill Road Cemetery 234-24
Subtotal

49,900
40,600
31,100
48,700
170,300

2,574,170

Total
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2007 Tax Collector's Report
Levy for 2007
Debits
Uncollected taxes
Beg. Of Year
Property taxes
Land Use Change
Yield taxes
Taxes Committed
This Year
Property taxes
1,758, 760.00
Yield taxes
75998730
84.7
Gravel taxes
31:82
Other charges
Overpayment
7,046.46
Property taxes
Bey shacls
Interest-Late taxes
1119,200.22
Total Debits
Credits

2006

2005

2004

30,319.28

8,562.06

3,826.10
34,145.38

2,079.61
10,641.67

15,135.41
4,198.98

8,562.06
2,079.61

14,810.99
34,145.38

10,641.67

605,267.75
3,290.00
783.14

5,945.00

243.23

845
SSZ20105
627,103.15

Remitted to Treasurer

Property taxes
Yield taxes
Gravel taxes
Interest
Conversion to lien

1,575,520.66
7,998.30
84.7
UEPAS Tew
31.82

Other charges
Abatements made
Property taxes
Land Use Change
Other charges
Uncollected taxes
Property taxes
Yield taxes
Interest

Debits
Unredeemed

4,930.49
61,432.02
225.00

2,990.53

46,923.01
3,290.00
18.00

187,296.26

-1.92
-0.39
2.08
0:23
627,231.15

30.44

Other charges

eihone 2

Total Credits

909,637.10
779.53

liens

61,422.99
1,411.71
62,834.70

Fiscal year liens
Interest and costs
Total Debits
Remitted to Treasurer

28,621.87
881.08
409.00
32,922.75
62,834.70

Redemptions
Interest and costs
Abatements
Unredeemed lien bal.
Total Credits
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2007 Tax Collector’s Report

It is February 15" as I write this and it is hard to believe a whole year has gone by. I want
to thank the voters for electing me in 2007. It was and is a steep learning curve but thanks
to Kelly Sanchez’s training and the excellent shape she left the tax records in no disasters
have occurred.
The tax year consists of mailing delinquency notices, issuing tax liens, tax deeding,
billing twice a year and last but not least balancing with the Treasurer.
Currently, there are 109 tax payers who did not pay their 2007 real estate tax bills. Of
those tax payers 44 owe less than $50.00. As of February 15" their combined balance of
2007 property taxes amounts to $140,000.00. These accounts are currently accruing 12 %
interest. I will be sending out delinquency notices before the end of this month. Prompt
payment would avoid further fees and interest. Unpaid 2007 property and yield taxes will
go to lien at the end of July. This places a lien on the properties, but the interest rate will
also change to 18% and administrative fees will be incurred. Lien property owners will
be receiving certified mail notifying them of the exact date.

The Town is holding 2006 tax liens on 26 accounts amounting to $32,064.00 excluding
interest and fees which will (if unpaid) continue to accrue 18% interest. These 2006 tax
liens will be deeded to the Town in 2009.
There are 8 accounts with 2005 tax liens amounting to $14,184.00 excluding interest
and fees. Unless the taxes and interest and fees for the 2005 property tax are paid, these
properties will be deeded to the Town some time in August of 2008. All taxpayers with
2005 tax liens will be receiving certified mail notifying them of the exact date of tax
deeding.
I will be keeping the same office hours in 2008: Monday from 8:30 AM to 12.30 PM. I
am in the office at other times of the week, but I do not keep set hours on those days. I
run my schedule on an as needed basis.
Please remember that the tax collector honors postmarks. If you mail your payment your
check will be entered on the day it was mailed. You can also drop off your payment with
Kathi or Charlotte. Please be sure to get a receipt stating the amount and the date paid.
I want to thank all the taxpayers for their patience and their courtesy in the past year.
Marianne W. Nevelson
Tax Collector
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Board of Selectmen
Town of Acworth
Acworth, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying Tax Collector's Report and Report of Tax Lien Accounts (cash
basis of accounting) of the Tax Collector of the Acworth for the period January 1, 2007 through March
13,2007. These schedules are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on the schedules based on our audit.
.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the Tax Collector's Report and Report of Tax Lien Accounts is free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the schedules. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall schedule presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the schedules referred to above present fairly the activity in the Tax Collector's accounts
arising from the cash transactions for the period January |, 2007 through March 13, 2007.
Respectfully submitted,

Mabon e—Rict 5 Pf.
MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL
Certified Public Accountants

ASSOCIATION

May 4, 2007
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2007 Town Clerk Report
CHARLOTTE D. COMEAU
January 1 — December 31, 2007

MOTOR VEHICLES
Vehicle Registrations
Clerk Fees
Title Fees
Municipal Agent Fee
Bad Check Fees

DOGS
Licenses Issued:

126,672.50
1,396.00
456.00
SoU
75.00
131,737.00

201

Town Fees
State Fees
Late Fees

MARRIAGES
Licenses Issued:

8

Town Fees

State Fees

FILING FEES
Vital Record Copies
Town Fees
State Fees
Pole License
Miscellaneous Filing Fees

ELECTIONS
Candidate Filing Fees
Voter Check List

REMITTED TO TREASURER
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2007 Town Clerk Report

There have been times in the past I have had to be out during office hours.

Rather than

close the office, which I know can be an inconvenience, I thought that a Deputy would be

a great solution. I am happy to say that Crystal Bascom has graciously accepted the
position and fills in for me on a regular basis Monday evenings. Crystal processes
registrations and dog licenses. Any other business must be done on the days I am there.
Crystal does a great job and I am happy to have her.

2007 was the first full year that we were able to offer citizens the option of doing the state
part of their registration. Both Crystal and I took the required course in Concord and are
certified Municipal Agents for the State of New Hampshire. Everyone seems to enjoy
this convenience and we are happy to be able to offer this. We had a few bugs to work
out at the beginning but for the most part things seem to have smoothed out now. Thanks
to all for your patience while waiting in line during these times.
There are some people who have a hard time coordinating their work schedule with a trip
to town hall during the hours I am open to renew their registration. With that in mind,
now available in Acworth is 24/7 renewals through E-Reg. Just think, no lines, no
waiting! While we welcome your visit, you may find it annoying to have to wait in line
to renew a registration if you arrive at a peak time. During the peak months (especially
April and May), many people come in to renew their dog licenses. This can also occur at
the beginning or end of a month.

E-Reg is an Internet based web-service that will allow you to renew your motor vehicles
online. There are over 45 towns and cities that currently utilize this service. E-Reg is
completely safe and secure. All synchronization is handled via SSL as is the entire EReg process. In order to request renewal of your registration online, go to the town
website www.acworth.cc and click on the icon that says E-Reg. It is very simple with
step-by-step instructions. Once completed and your checks are received in our office, we
will process the renewal and the form and decals will be sent to you in the mail. This is
for renewals only and can be done up to one month in advance of expiration date as long
as there is no change to your name or address. If your registration has expired for less
than two months, or is expiring very soon, you may also use online renewal. However,
you may be ticketed if your vehicle does not display a valid registration and decal
with a valid expiration date.
7
In 2007 IJ applied for and was approved for a grant in the amount of $10,000.00 from The
New Hampshire Department of State and the Vital Records Improvement Fund. These
funds have helped to begin the process of the much-needed improvement to Acworth’s
vital records, their storage environment and security.
An independent consultant
appointed by the state did an assessment and recommendations were made. So far only
about $3,000.00 of that has been spent, the rest will go towards actual preservation of the

books, which I am in the process of getting quotes for. The improvements so far consist
of a fireproof vault, fire extinguisher, vacuum

cleaner, archival folders and document

cases. These records are in fragile condition and I look forward to preserving them.
For your safety and ours the office may be closed during inclement weather, please call
ahead. For the Town of Acworth: Charlotte Comeau, Town Clerk
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2007 Selectmen’s Report

The project most in the public eye during 2007 was the completion of the Town offices.
The Board took up the project following the appropriation of funds at Town Meeting.
Originally put out to bid in 2005, this multi year project developed into three pieces:
renovation of the Hall in 2005, building an addition in 2006, and finally restoration of
the old offices in 2007. After a request for public comment, the Board voted to continue
with architect Dan Bartlett and construction manager Bob Skinner in order to maintain
the architectural style and level of service established in 2005 and 2006. Work began
early in the season but took a dramatic turn in August when the United Church began the
installation of foundation drainage. It became clear that the two buildings’ ground water
issues needed to be dealt with together. The additional work was partially offset by the
Highway Department but the additional costs put the project over budget. By yearend,
however, the Town had met its budget obligations and we have a Hall and offices which
will serve us well into the future, not to mention a dry basement. The workmanship
exhibited in the project is proof of the level of talent in our extended community.
Over the year the Board has also overseen the development of a Town gravel pit on the
Garage/Transfer Station property. Following bid consideration, One Source Properties,
LLC was engaged to develop Site Specific permitting which has included a complete
boundary survey. Town Counsel has worked with the Board to assure that all landowner
issues are addressed as they should be. As fuel costs continue to escalate, a local materials
source could represent a significant saving to the Town for years to come.
During the year a Capital Improvement Plan was developed by committee and adopted
by the Planning Board. The Plan illustrated the depth of financial need projected out six
years throughout our departments. The Board used the CIP as a tool putting together its
budget. Some items were found to be covered in the operating budget and some were
deemed beyond the Town’s means to accomplish in one year. Because there is Town
support for serious investment in our roads, the Road Projects cost estimate from the CIP
for 2008 was placed into the Selectmen’s budget in its entirety. If maintained, the CIP
will continue to be a useful budgeting tool for the Board and the Budget Committee.
Solid waste disposal continues to be an area requiring attention. Last year there was
activity on a county level regarding development of a regional recycling facility. The
Board entered a three year contract with Gobin while various initiatives evolve. Funds
were also budgeted to restructure the layout at the Transfer Station for better efficiency.
More towns are experiencing considerable budget savings as they move toward fee based
programs; some even enjoy a surplus cash flow from their solid waste operations. With
that in mind, the Board resolved to strive for 50% recycling by 2012.
Our Hazard Mitigation Plan has received preliminary approval and will be the subject
of a public hearing prior to adoption by the Town. An Emergency Operations Plan was
developed during the year and is pending approval. Both plans resulted from the work of
property owners, and Town government and AVFR representatives working in committee.
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Pursuant to initiatives around Town Meeting last year, the nucleus of an Energy
Committee was appointed by the Board. During the year they met to consider energy
conservation areas in which they will work and are ready to expand their group. This is
part of a statewide awareness of the importance of energy issues on individual and public
levels.
The Board heard comment on various other topics including our police coverage,
quarrying operations in Town, and the impact of enrollment on school costs. Public
debate conducted in an open and considerate manner on these and other matters is
important in enabling the Board to make informed decisions in the Town’s behalf.
Looking ahead, the Board will continue work on projects in progress. There exists a
possibility that the Town will be invited to participate in remediation of the Bowers
Brook watershed and the South Acworth Bridge; we will cross that when it comes to us.
We value your input and hope you will participate in Town Meeting and in town
government throughout the year.

Respectfully submitted,
Thomas Esslinger
John Tuthill
Gretchen Abendschein
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2007 Highway Department Report
As I write this report, I look back and think how fast the year went by. It was a very
busy and productive year for us. On January 16 it was 68 degrees and I was spreading
the gravel on Cold Pond Road that Prescott was hauling to me. The mud was a foot deep.
I remember thinking, this isn’t right, mud season in January? A week of rain followed.
Then on Valentine’s Day, winter returned with our first and only big snow event of the
season. On April 13, 14 and 15 it snowed, then it turned to heavy rain. That brought the
flood of 07. Gates Mountain Road was so bad that we couldn’t get the grader up there for
two days. Along with Gates, Mulligan, McLaughlin, Hilliard, Tucker, Duncan, Sam

Putnam and Livermore Roads were severely damaged. Once again FEMA came to our
rescue. Between FEMA and monies from the Highway Department budget, we spent
close to 116 thousand dollars to repair those roads.
Our capital improvement project in 2007 was to rebuild Turkey Shoot Road. The
road, especially by the Ball Field, was in very poor condition. With two new year round
residents up there, something had to be done. We had the road engineered and built it to
specs. It shouldn’t need too much attention other the grading and rolling for many years
to come.
Another large project we were involved in was the Town Hall. This one seemed to
create a lot of controversy and quite a bit of criticism in Town. I personally feel the
decision made by the Selectmen with the recommendations from the contractors and
architect was the right one. I’m proud of the work that we did there and think this facility
is something the whole Town can and should be proud of. And it’s finished. Keep in
mind that the Town has been voting on this project for all most ten years.
I was also asked to participate in the over due Capital Improvement Project. It was a
pleasure working with this group under Ken McWilliams who is a professional planner.
Although he was the bearer of bad news, he was very helpful in getting this Town headed
in the right direction as far as our roads and the other departments are concerned. Most of
our paved roads serve their purpose but are in fair to poor condition. It’s going to take a
long time and a lot of money to get them back in shape. Another issue that went to the top
of the list is Cold Pond Road. We had a traffic count done this fall and the numbers came
in at over three hundred cars a day. Several universities have done studies on the subject
of when to pave gravel roads and the cut off is at two hundred cars a day. Obviously its
time to pave. We hope to pave the hill on the north end as far as Gove Road in 08. This
will help us a great deal in trying to keep up with the maintenance.
The Town is in the process of getting the pit opened up behind the barn .We had
roughly 1500 hundred yards of gravel crushed and used it on some of the flood projects
as well as Turkey Shoot. In 08 we hope to crush another few thousand yards. Hopefully
we won’t have to use it on flood damages. We are also in the process of getting all of
our permits in place for the new pit as well as the old one beside the Transfer Station.
There haven’t been any changes in personnel at the Highway Department; Prescott,
Bob Stocker, and Bob Blair are still with us. Thanks to these guys again for the work
they’ve done. We have had our new dump attendant, Rick Foote come over and help
with the bigger snow storms which is always appreciated. In closing, I would like to
thank the Selectmen for all of your support; you’ve made this sometimes difficult and
stressful job a lot easier and I look forward to serving you in 2008.
Respectfully, Kerry Smith, Road Agent
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2007 Solid Waste Report

Waste generation in Acworth increased during 2007 reversing a declining trend over
the past five years. The year ended with an estimated 306 tons of municipal solid waste
shipped for disposal, a jump of nearly 9% from the prior year. The growth in construction
and demolition waste and bulky material was more dramatic. Tonnage figures were up
over 30% from 2006 to about 140 tons disposed in 2007. Recycling tonnage was down
with a 15% drop for mixed paper to about 50 tons, while figures for other recyclables and
materials diverted from the waste stream held relatively steady. Recycling remains a net
income generator and allows the town to avoid disposal costs, the single most important
factor in controlling the transfer station budget.
July 1, 2007 marked the end of the twenty-year put-or-pay contract administered by
the NH/VT Solid Waste Project for the Wheelabrator Claremont Company. The town
sought bids for hauling and disposal and during the summer changed vendors for disposal
services. Municipal solid waste and construction and demolition debris are now being
managed by Gobin Disposal Services of Newport, NH and transported to landfills owned
by Casella Waste Systems, a large regional company based in Rutland, Vermont. The
per-ton disposal cost has been reduced while compactor rental and hauling costs are
up. The net cost for disposal 1s competitive for the region. The town is participating in
regional efforts to investigate developing more accessible, efficient and economical waste
management options.

The City of Keene continues to offer Acworth residents access to regular household
hazardous waste collections at the Keene Recycling Center on Route 12 North. For more
information on the program schedule and other details please contact the town office. The
Acworth transfer station is not permitted to handle household hazardous waste.
It is anticipated that the NH/VT Solid Waste Project and the Sullivan County Regional
Refuse Disposal District will continue to move towards dissolving, leaving NH’s
participating municipalities as single-town waste districts. The State of New Hampshire
requires districts to have a waste management plan.
The board of selectmen and the planning board have discussed re-establishing a solid
waste and recycling committee to consider the town’s future needs. Those interested in
working on this project are encouraged to contact the town office.
Reduce. Reuse. Recycle.

Respectfully submitted,
John Tuthill for the Board of Selectmen
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2007 Trustees of Trust Funds Report 2007

The Trustees held their first meeting on January 24, 2007, making plans for our
projects for 2007. We reviewed the 2006 cash journal created by our bookkeeper John
Demars. This product, along with our minutes, vouchers, cancelled checks, and other

records are crucial for complying with laws. Additionally they provide bound records of
all our financial records available for audit.
We also developed plans to initiate the making of a co-operative effort with
HCS-Healthcare, Hospice, and Community Services; the umbrella organization for the

Visiting Nurses Association. This endeavor was only made possible by a bequest from
the estate of Faithful, Richard, and Clarence Jeffrey Memorial Trust. The income from

which shall be used for VNA purposes, especially in the Acworth area. The Trustees had
felt that the income from this fund had been underutilized and proposed reactivating its
use under guidance and implementation from Susan Ashworth, Peg Kelly, et.al. of the
HCS. Tonia Bowman, Acworth Health Officer, Gretchen Abendschein, and Ruth Balla

also contributed substantially to this effort. This public meeting endeavor was and is
entitled “The Nurse is In” and covers the intent of the bequest.
By the end of the first clinic day May 22, everyone felt success had been
achieved with 25 people screened for skin damage (Dermascan) with two persons
referred to their primary care providers. Tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis immunizations
were given to 22 participants. Twenty participants for Bone Density Screening ranged
in age from 33 to 78. Of these 60% were at moderate risk and 25% were at high risk of
bone fracture.
At “The Nurse is In” held on September 11, thirteen people were screened for
Blood Pressure, HDL, and Total Cholesterol ratio. Over half had elevated ratios and were

referred to their primary care. In the fall on Oct. 17 and 26, the time for flu vaccines, .
57 individuals were immunized. Twentythree people were fully covered by funds from
the Jeffrey Trust. It appears that 26 more people were immunized in 2007 than 2006 by
having an additional “The Nurse is In” day and free funding options.
The Trustees and HCS now feel that the intent of the Jeffrey Bequest, now
reactivated has laid the ground work for further development to bring more fully
paid or partially supported health care programs to Acworth. The opinion being that
education, explanations, screenings, immunizations, and general healthcare services, have

historically prevented more serious events in the future.
The New Hampshire Legislature made changes to RSA 31:5 and RSA 31:9
which annually require Trustees to write an investment policy for the Board of Selectmen
pertaining to any Capital Reserve Funds. This policy statement shall be filed annually
with the Attorney General. This has been done and filed after a comment period available
to the selectmen.
The Cemetery Trustees requested and the town received reimbursements for a
total amount of $1,160.00. Twenty-two per cent of mowing costs was taken from the
Common Trust Fund. Other amounts were taken from five private endowment trusts for
use in repairing monuments.
Respectfully submitted,
Alston W. Barrett,

John S. Demars, Tim Perry, Trustees of Trust
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2007 Library Report

Spring 2007 the Acworth School 4th and Sth grade, under the direction of Deb
Hinman, researched and developed a Valley Quest called “The Acworth Bird Collection
and History Mystery Quest.” It explains the history behind our bird collection in poetic
form. It has been accepted for publication in the next Valley Quest Treasure Hunt in the
Upper Valley this spring.
We have a new I-Mac for the librarians and have acquired Alexandria Software
which will allow us to eventually scan books in and out, keep our inventory and
circulation accurate, our patrons up-to-date, deal with over-due books automatically, and
much more. We have heard from many patrons about our slow computer dial-up
connections and the board has listened. At the end of January 2008, Wild Blue came in
and hooked up satellite access so that we have high speed internet at long last.
Our Inter-library loan (ILL) transactions have become a popular way for our
patrons to get books that are not in our inventory. We had 365 transactions this year!
Our trial with the Libraries of Upper Valley (LUV) wasn’t as successful as we hoped.
Over the year, patrons only took out 151 audio and/or videos. The board has decided it
wasn’t cost effective and has looked at other options. One is, of course, to build up our
own audio and video collections. If you have any that you no longer use but
believe others would enjoy, please consider donating them to the library.
Neither snow nor sleet or heavy winds and rains, not to mention our sidewalk,

have kept our patrons from visiting. One thousand six hundred thirty two people came to
check out books and use the computers, 35 became new patrons. We have added
approximately 725 new books, audio and video recordings and have deleted 1,060 from
our holdings. The deleted books as well as many that were donated to us, helped to make
our annual book sale successful. In fact, people still come in and browse our “bargain
basement”. If you are able to take books to local hospitals, the prison or know of other
organizations that would appreciate some books, please call. We will gather a selection
together for you. We continue to try to meet the need of our patrons. In doing so, we
tried to stay open later one day a week. This wasn’t utilized much so we are now trying
to extend hours during the week to 5:30. We would love to hear from you any ideas that
would help make the library more accessible.
Income received in 2007 totaled $32,033.37 from the following sources: Town
appropriation $23,450.00; trust fund income $3,454.07; revenue from book sales
$2,447.77; savings & CD interest earned 1,671.53; restricted gifts $516.00; unrestricted

gifts $270.00; craft sale & copier/printer income $210.00; pass thru funds (forwarded to
Town or AHS) $12.00, other $2.00. Operating expenses for 2007 totaled $31,932.04.
Expended as follows: Payroll & taxes $18,542.50; fees/supplies & other (including new
I-Mac computer and $1,000 balance of roof repair) $4,153.01; books/periodicals and
audio/video $3,720.54; heating system $2,474,37; utilities $1,881.02; grounds care

$880.60; Library programs $280.00. The Library has a year-end fund balance of
$56,622.93 in CD’s, savings & checking. Also in the Library’s possession is a collection
of old coins donated by Leon F. Newton; last estimated value of approximately $1,000.
Tracy Hanson, Linda Thomson-Mohr, Susan Metsack: 835-2150; acworthL@sover.net
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2007 Library Trustees Report

The 2007 year brought more personnel changes to the Library. South Acworth resident
Linda Thomson-Mohr fills the position vacated by Lois Corcoran last May as Assistant
Library Administrator. She has previous experience in library operations and as a library
trustee. Acworth resident Susan Metsack also has stepped in as part-time helper, as
Barbara Clark had in the past. Welcome aboard Linda and Sue!

In October, long-time trustee Maggie Hanson resigned her position on the Board of
Trustees. Guy Russell has filled that position. We welcome his energy and ideas. With
his help we will accomplish our many projects; he jumped right in and got started right
away. Many thanks to Maggie for all her service. She will still keep up with the Library
happenings, from a distance.
Roof repairs were completed in March 2007. A great job was done by G.F. Stetson
Roofing of Langdon.
Our annual Old Home Day Book Sale was another success, generating almost $900 in
2 days with more coming in residual sales ever since. Also on Old Home Day we had
family entertainer Steve Blunt present his program “Reading Road Trip”, primarily
- funded by a gift from the Friends of the Library. Attendance was not what we had hoped
due to so many other simultaneous events that day. Thank you to those who did attend.
The LUV Co-op (audio & video circulating collections) that we joined in December 2006
is being replaced by joining the Nubenusit Co-op of which the Library was a member in
the past. They offer VHS & DVD’s.
In the fall we purchased a new I-Mac for the Librarian and software & hardware to
computerize our collection of books. Library employees are currently inputting our entire
collection into this new program. We will be able to scan books in and out as patrons
use our collection, do lookups (without out the old card catalog) and generally have more
accurate collection information.
The Trustees voted to have high-speed satellite internet access installed at the Library
and scheduled installation for late January 2008. Happily the connection speed can be
upgraded if the initial speed is unsatisfactory; but then again, anything is better than dialup speed! Come give it a try.
Thank you to everyone for your support. Here’s to 2008 being a productive year!
Melinda Loiselle
Trustee, Acworth Silsby Library
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ACWORTH SILSBY LIBRARY FINANCIAL REPORT 2007
ACCOUNT BALANCES

12/31/2006

CHECKING
SAVINGS
CD'S

$994.12
$15,539.48
$40,000.00
$56,533.60

INCOME
TOWN APPROPRIATION
(SALARIES / TAXES / OTHER)
OTHER INCOME
ESTIMATED CD & SAVINGS INTEREST
ESTIMATED MISCELLANEOUS INCOME
ESTIMATED RESTRICTED INCOME : TRUST FUNDS & GIFTS
ESTIMATED DESIGNATED INCOME:
BOOK SALES & GIFTS

12/31/07
$2,973.02
$13,649.91

__
$40,000.00_
$56,622.93

2007
BUDGET

2007
ACTUAL

$23,450

$23,450

$900
$500
$2,000
$700
$27,550

$1,672
$610
$3,854
$2,448
$32,033
Variance to
Budget

EXPENSES (Library & Town Funds)
SALARIES & PAYROLL TAXES

$20,500

BOOKS & PERIODICALS
OTHER MAT'L (AUDIO/VHS/DVD)
HEAT SYSTEM / HEATING FUEL
ELECTRICITY
TELEPHONE
SUPPLIES & EQUIP.
POSTAL / BANK FEES
SNOW REMOVAL & LAWN CARE
DUES / FEES / TUITION
PROGRAMS
COMPUTER / COPIER (incl new computer)
MISC. EXPENSE (incl. slate roof repairs)
DESIGNATED GIFTS
'PASSTHRU' FUNDS (to Town or AHS)
LIBRARY FUNDS TO ANALYZE BUILDING ISSUES

$18,543

($1,958)

$3,721
$0
$2,474
$700
$1,181
$455
$135
$881
$91
$280
$1,636
$1,837
$0
$12

$3,671
$0
$1,674
$100
$31
$305
($15)
$131
($109)
$180

$31,944

2007 EXPENSES USING RESTRICTED LIBRARY FUNDS (included above)
* BOOKS & PERIODICALS (Jeffery Trust Fund Interest)
*BOOKS & PERIODICALS (F.O.L. gift)
* OLD HOME DAY - STEVE BLUNT (F.O.L gift)
*OLD HOME DAY - STEVE BLUNT (Jeffery Trust Fund Interest)
“ROOF REPAIR (BALANCE DUE @ COMPLETION)
* NEW LIBRARIAN COMPUTER/SOFTWARE

$2,028
$250
$250
$30
$1,000
$1,452
$5,010

2008 DESIGNATED / RESTRICTED LIBRARY FUNDS
Richard & Clarence Jeffery Memorial Library Fund
Codman & Gertrude Hislop Book Fund
Sidewalk (gift from Friends of the Library)
Children's room lighting project (gift from Friends of the Library)
Designated income account from income-producing equipment
& book sales
Building repair / drainage problem resolution
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$21,527
$3,123
$1,000
$1,500
$1,409
$23,000

(restricted gift)
(restricted gift)
(restricted gift)
(restricted gift)
(designated income)

2007 Sexton’s Report Acworth Cemeteries

During the past year we have continued to make progress in the care and
maintenance of the cemeteries. Once again we started the season with a clean up day in
early May led by Mary Lord and her students from the Charlestown Middle School.
Over forty children, teachers, and local volunteers armed with rakes, tarps, and chainsaws

raked leaves and disposed of brush and fallen limbs. We are so grateful to Mary Lord for
organizing this valuable help in our cemetery.

Our lawn mowing got off to a slow start but we subsequently made a big effort
to increase our mowing and trimming schedule and saw a significant improvement.
Two more very large old dangerously decrepit maple trees were removed as well
as several smaller dead trees. A delay in the tree work resulted in our not being able to
do as much monument repair this year as we would have liked. However we are pleased
to report that one of the cemetery’s largest most beautiful 19" century marble obelisks
that had been badly tipping was straightened and a new foundation installed. Several
dozen smaller monuments were also repaired. Next season we hope to complete our
work in sections A and B (along the north boundary) and then move on to sections C and
D. Later in the season a concerted effort was made to permanently remove weed trees
and brush from around many monuments. We have completed about half of the area.
This work will greatly improve the efficiency of trimming and reduce its cost.
Late this fall we were able to improve the frequently very muddy driveways in
the new cemetery and hope to make similar improvements in parts of the old cemetery.
We would also like to thank Trustee John Putnam for the design, building and
installation of the handsome new sign in the cemetery.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Trustees

G.K. Fenderson, Sexton
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LeFevre Ambulance Service, Inc.
104 Atkinson Street
Bellows Falls, Vi. 05101
Phone 802-463-3636

Fax 802-463-0023

We are proud to have completed 26 years of service to the area.

2007 has been a year of change. Our Paramedic has returned to a full time status. We currently have two
members enrolled in /or waiting to test for the Intermediate level of training. New and returning staff has been added
to make our roster stronger than ever.
Monthly training sessions are also held at our office in Bellows Falls. Any interested parties, especially
Acworth EMS providers, are encouraged to attend. Please call (802) 463-3636 for a schedule of training.

We responded to the following calls in Acworth in 2007:
Emergency Calls
Refused Transport
Cancelled

31
3
5

Fire

toad|
Total

40

We are grateful for the opportunity to be the provider of ambulance service to your town, and we are
committed to the provision of the highest quality service available. We look forward to continuing with this level of
service. We would be remiss if we did not also acknowledge the superb services of the Fire and Rescue Squads,
whose dedicated, capable members allow the system to function at its best. A tremendous thanks to all of them.
Our telephone numbers for your convenience:
Emergency
(802) 463-4223
Non-Emergency

(802) 463-3636/463-9299

Fax

(802) 463-0023
Respectively submitted,

LEFEVRE AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

Gerald R. LeFevre, President

“WE CARE ABOUT PEOPLE”
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2007 Planning Board Report

The last few years of Planning Board activity have had as general goals to clarify and
update regulations and to see that these regulations are implemented fairly and uniformly
for all residents. We have made progress in both these areas, but there is still work to be
done and room for improvement
It has become apparent in these complicated times, that professional assistance can
be instrumental in moving planning board efforts forward. Those of us involved in
planning believe the modest amount expended for these services is money well spent.
The Capital Improvements Program which was funded by voters last Town meeting
and was completed and approved by the full board in November, was facilitated by Ken
McWilliams a Professional Planner. Similarly, The Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional
Planning Commission, of which Acworth is a member, was contracted to edit the draft

and facilitate meetings with the planning board to finish final sections of the Master Plan.
The draft of the new Master Plan is expected to be available by Town Meeting 2008 and
we will be holding public hearings on the Master Plan in the spring of 2008. With these
experiences behind us, we believe that professional assistance will again be valuable as
we begin a review of the Acworth Zoning Regulations in the coming year. Funding has
been requested for this purpose.

Also toward this effort, The Class Six Road Committee, which was under the supervision
of the Planning Board has been renamed the Planning Board Research Committee and
has the new focus of gathering information to aid the Planning Board in a review of
zoning regulations. They are currently charged with reviewing existing Non-residential
Site Plan Review regulations and making recommendations to the Planning Board on
ways to improve this document so that it serves the town’s needs better.
In 2007, the Planning Board approved five minor subdivisions (parcels divided into 3 or
fewer lots) and two lot line adjustments. We also approved four new driveways.
Over the years, the Planning Board has been engaged and spent much time, in the effort
to find a compromise between the interests of Allstone, Inc and town residents who feel
that this industry and it’s proposed expansion are at odds with Acworth’s rural character.
This issue will continue to be before the town in the coming year. The Duggan gravel pit
on Rte 123a has filed an excavation permit and it will be good experience for the board
to work through both the excavation regulations, and nonresidential site plan review
simultaneously.

As I look back over the past year as Planning Board Chairman, | am grateful for an
experienced board of elected volunteers that have spent many hours together as a board,
each adding their strengths as required and understanding each others weaknesses as
necessary. I hope that town residents that have had the need to go before the Planning
Board found the experience satisfactory. Special thanks go to Kathi Bradt as Planning
Board Administrative Assistant.
Steve Davis, Chair
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2007 Capital Improvements Program Committee

The Planning Board in the spring of 2007 established a Capital Improvements Program
Committee and contracted with Kenneth McWilliams to provide guidance and assistance
in working with the committee. Work and meetings began in May and a schedule was
established that would have a workable CIP in time for the Budget Committee and
Select Board meetings for the 2008 budget. In addition to the seven regularly scheduled
meetings, several additional public meetings were held to gather information and input on
specific capital projects. When the CIP was completed it was presented to the Planning
Board and was adopted on November 28, 2007.
“The intent of this Capital Improvements Program (CIP) is to identify and prioritize the
Town of Acworth’s capital improvement needs and to recommend a schedule for the
funding and purchase or construction of these improvements.” What this also achieves
through coordinating various departments 1s a stabilizing of the tax rate; the funding of
large projects can be spread over several years. The CIP is set up so that most projects are
projected out six years, with some of the very large projects spread out even longer.

Also by adopting a CIP state funds may be available which were not available without the
CIP. This alone may be reason enough to have a CIP.
Seven categories of improvements were studied: general government; public safety;
highways, streets and bridges; cemeteries; sanitation; libraries; recreation and culture.

Please read the text that accompanies the CIP as these discussions are equally as crucial
as the charts and the dollar amount required to fund the projects.
I would like to thank Ken McWilliams for his guidance on this our first Capital
Improvements Program. Thank you also to my fellow committee members and their
hours of meetings and discussions; and also to my fellow Acworthians who partook of
this process at meetings or through conversation.
Freedom of discourse is our greatest tool.

Respectfully submitted,
Douglas Robinson
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2007 Energy Committee Report

The mission of the Select Board-appointed Acworth Energy Committee is to help the town
find ways to reduce its fossil fuel consumption in town buildings and vehicles, and to
develop strategies to help private citizens consume less fuel in their homes and travels.
As of this writing, we have accomplished the following actions:

mission statement
monthly or bi-monthly meetings
3 Friday monthly speaker/film presentation that is free & open to all
contacts with organizations that assist town organizing re: energy
questionnaire for town participation & info collection
idea, material, and funding resource gathering
attended Regional Sullivan County training workshop & Carbon Coalition conf.
info gathered on relevant state and federal tax rebates
table at library fair
permission to post recommended books & films at library & in newsletter
identification of opportunities for energy efficiency & cost reduction
community outreach
provided information to the Board of Selectmen about the EPA’s New England
Community Energy Challenge aimed at reducing fuel costs in town and other
public buildings
We are: 3-year terms: Susan Cutting, Alice Fogel, Noah Tuthill. 2-year terms: Joanna
Dennett, Daniel Young. 1-year terms: William Sandoe, Peter Sotiropoulos.
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2007 Conservation Commission Report
2007 Conservation Commission Projects

e

e

e

Peter Rhoades, Town Forester and maple sugar producer, gave a presentation at
the beginning of sugaring season (Feb) about practices of, and changes in,
sugaring in Acworth and beyond.
Annual Green Up Day (roadside trash pick-up) in May. More than 20 people
(adults and children) turned out to help, in addition to several others who pick
up their own roads. Thanks to all who pitched in and to those who made final
sweeps around town to collect the last piles and bags.
Gail Darrell of Barnstead, NH gave a presentation about Barnstead’s efforts to
protect their groundwater resources from being pumped, bottled, and sold
outside of the area.

Coordination with other boards and organizations included:
e
Representation as a non-voting member on the Acworth Planning Board and
Master Plan Committee.
e
Shared costs and work with the Unity Conservation Commission to complete the
annual water quality monitoring tests on Crescent Lake.
e
Communication with the Cold River Local Advisory Committee on their annual

e

water quality monitoring and other projects related to the Cold River and
Bowers Brook.
Reviewed six NH DES wetland permit applications and one dock application.
Reviewed seven conservation zone issues and several flood restoration projects.
Reviewed seventeen “Intents to Cut”.
Facilitated the Town Owned Lands Committee as it began its five year review of
town lands.
Sent afew members to the annual workshops at the DES Watershed Conference
and NH Association of Conservation Commissions conference as well as to
Solid Waste initiatives in Sullivan County.

Conservation Easement Report: The commission continues to work with the Society
for the Protection of NH Forests and the NH Office of Energy and Planning as we
provide stewardship oversight on four of the ten conservation easement properties in
town. We are pleased to note that in the last year the Cold Pond Community Land Trust
placed a conservation easement on 63 acres of their property through the Society for the
Protection of NH Forests.
Acworth Town Forests Report
Our two Town Forests are managed by the Conservation Commission with support from

the Forest Advisory Board and our Town Forester, Peter Rhoades. Both forests are
managed for timber production, wildlife management, watershed protection, outdoor
recreation.
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Gove Town Forest (300 acres)- Accomplishments in 2007: completed survey
and blazing of last boundary lines. The 2007 timber harvest provided $9,637.01.
South Acworth Town Forest (100 acres)- Accomplishments in 2007: ongoing
boundary research.
Membership
This year brought many changes. We said goodbye to members Hugh Gendron, Barb
Davis, David delGenio, Peter Wotowiec, and selectboard representative, Tom Esslinger.

The Conservation Commission extends their appreciation to these members.
We said hello to our new selectboard rep, Gretchen Abendschein, two full members Peter
Maynard and Dan Young, and two alternate members Mark Wellens and Sandy Brewer.
For Peter Wotowiec, our chair since 2004, we thank him for his leadership and dedication

to conservation in Acworth. Peter moved to Langdon this year but will remain a member
of the Forest Advisory Board. He helped the commission improve its policies, procedures
and landowner outreach, plus worked tirelessly on every cleanup of trails or roadsides or
the gravel pit in the wetlands, scheduled or not. Thank you Peter!
One last note. Marjory Swope, of Concord, NH, was the Executive Director of the NH
Association of Conservation Commissions for twenty five years. Marge passed away
in April, 2007, a year after her retirement and just 24 hours before she was given the
Lifetime Achievement Award by EPA (New England Region) for her conservation work.
For those of us fortunate enough to have known her, we note her time with us, and on our
behalf, with great appreciation.
The Conservation Commission meets from 7-9 PM at the town hall on the second

Wednesday of each month. The public is always welcome to attend. Minutes are on file
at the Town Hall and online.

Respectfully,
Susan Paton, Chair

Debby Hinman, Vice Chair

Members: Rob DeValk, Peter Maynard, Helen Frink, Dan Young, Gretchen
Abendschein
Alternates: Mark Wellens, Sandy Brewer, Liana Haubrich

Forest Advisory Board: Community members Terry Callum (Crescent Lake SnoRiders), Peter Rhoades (Town Forester), Kris Fenderson (Town Tree Warden), Bull
Willette, Peter Wotowiec, plus Commission members Rob DeValk, Debby Hinman, and
Sue Paton.
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2007 Crescent Lake Association Milfoil Committee

Crescent Lake Association was one of 68 organizations that participated in the 2007 Lake
Host Program sponsored by NH LAKES (New Hampshire Lakes Association). Although
our lake continues to remain free of invasive plants, Lake Hosts removed 157 exotic
aquatic plants from boats or trailers in 16 other water bodies statewide.
The hosts at our ramp inspected 491 boats this past summer, an increase of 9 boats from
2006. The ramp was covered a total of 872 hours from Memorial Day through Labor
Day.

In addition to the boat/trailer inspections, Stan Rastallis organized a group of divers to
survey the lake bottom for potential exotic weed problems.
As more lakes become aware of the importance of this project, the availability of
government funding is going to become more of an issue. We are very fortunate that we
have had the cooperation of our association members and the Towns of Acworth and
Unity from the inception of the program. We thank everyone for the continued support of
this vital job.
Respectfully submitted,
Crescent Lake Association Milfoil Committee Acworth Members
John Demars
Lorraine Dion
Jim Howe
Bill Paton
Tim Perry
Fred Yates
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2007 Cold River Local Advisory Committee Report
Acworth, Alstead, Langdon, Lempster and Walpole

The Cold River Local Advisory Committee (CRLAC) consists of citizen
representatives appointed by select boards from Acworth, Alstead, Langdon,
Lempster, and Walpole. These representatives volunteer their time to help
municipal boards and residents manage the natural, cultural, scenic and scientific
resources of the Cold River watershed. The LAC also reviews river corridor
projects needing state and federal permits and evaluates water-related issues of
local or statewide significance.
CRLAC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1.
>

>
>
V

>
>

IN 2007:

Municipal Conservation, Planning & Health Assistance
Assisted town residents/boards with the resolution of potential water quality
degradation and drinking water protection issues.
Reviewed and commented on the water resource aspects of the draft Alstead Master
Plan update.
Continued work on a voluntary watershed management plan to assist towns in
managing their water resources.
Reviewed and commented on numerous stream bank stabilization and road/bridge
projects resulting from the Flood of October 2005.
Supported state and federal efforts to fund local stream restoration projects to
complement/enhance the stabilization work.
Workshops, Events & Education
Began updating the LAC web site.
Participated in the 2007 NH Watershed Conference and Alstead Festival, including a
sampling equipment demonstration.
Co-sponsored the Alstead Flood Symposium in October at the request of the Alstead
Conservation Commission.
Published a brief public summary of the 2006 water sampling results.
Water Quality & Quantity Monitoring
Completed the fifth year of our sampling program, including three “routine” and
three additional water quality and stream level monitoring events on the Cold
River and its tributaries.
Analyzed over 80 water samples in the field for pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity,
turbidity and temperature.
Solicited and received DES funding for additional bacteria, nutrient and metal
analyses conducted at the state laboratory.

Measured late summer flow rates on the Cold River and Warren Brook.
Advocated for the replacement of the abandoned flow gauging station at
Drewsville Gorge.

The Advisory Committee welcomes your participation on any of our projects. We meet
on the fourth Thursday of each month, 7- 9PM, usually in the Alstead Town Offices. To

be on our email notices for workshops or water quality monitoring events, please call any
LAC member.
Sincerely, Acworth: Deborah Hinman (Chair) Alstead: Mike Heidorn (Water Quality
Monitoring), Carol Drummond, and Sam Sutcliffe (Treasurer) Langdon: Jennifer
Polcari (Vice Chair) and Cathy MacDonald Lempster: Susan Lichty Walpole: Charles
Montgomery (scribe), Austin Hunter
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2007 Recreation Committee Report

The Recreation Committee has been a little quieter this year than last.
Due to lack of attendance, our game nights were discontinued last spring,
but the Tai Chi classes that were taught by Olga Bassine, continued for
most of the year.
Last spring, we again had a large t-ball team, with team members coming
from Acworth, Alstead, and Langdon. Mary Lord coached with the help of
Tammy Gendron and Tina Christie. The older baseball teams played out of
Alstead because of lower numbers.
In June, the Recreation Committee sponsored The Children’s Stage
Adventure, a theater artist-in-residence, with a grant from the Frances
Snow Streeter Fund to help cover costs. Children from Acworth, Langdon
and Alstead spent a week rehearsing and then performing the production,
“Princess and the Pea.”
We had two Acworth soccer teams in the fall, with over 25 players between
the two teams. Gray Skinner and Chris Stewart were the coaches for the
5-6 year-olds, and Mary Lord and Ray Leonard coached the 7-8 year olds.
An older girls team, mostly made up of Acworth girls, played in Alstead,
with Sarah Miller and Katie Irish coaching.

Once again, we sponsored a Halloween Play starting at the Lord’s barn.
This year it was entitled “Terms of Enchantment,” and was again written by
the talented Donna Wentworth. Many members of the community participated
in the play, which was very well attended.
The skating rink saw some improvements this fall, with Kerry Smith adding
clay to its outside perimeter, thereby increasing its ability to hold
water. Consequently, we are enjoying a boom year for skating.
The Recreation Committee is always interested in hearing from community
members about the types of additional activities they would like us to
sponsor.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Lord
Committee Chair
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DEATHS REGISTRED IN ACWORTH
JANUARY

Decedent’s

1 -— DECEMBER 31, 2007

Age

Name

Place of Death

a

Adams, Bruce

61

Lebanon, NH

01/01/07

Hicks, Carrie Jean

Aaa

So. Acworth, NH

02/24/07

Streeter, Waldo

9]

Orange City, FL

03/04/07

Smeltzer, Helen

81

Acworth, NH

03/14/07

MARRIAGES REGISTRED IN ACWORTH
JANUARY 1 —- DECEMBER 31, 2007

Groom’s

Name

Bride’s Name

iw

pace of

GUS

bs a

Marriage

Marriage

Berquist, Eric J.

Longley, Emily M.

Acworth, NH

02/04/07

Wilson, Craig A.

Cabalhug, Analiza I.

Acworth, NH

02/25/07

Henninger, Thomas S.

Clark, Casey M.

Acworth, NH

06/16/07

Chesanek, Michael, J.

Warren, Melissa J.

Claremont, NH

07/07/07

Barrett, Bret J.

Gaumond, Conny A.

Hillsborough, NH

—07/28/07

Franks, Donald B.

Eaton, Elizabeth T.

Acworth, NH

09/01/07

Cook, Conan P.

Melius, Brenda A.

Acworth, NH

09/08/07

Royce, Jonathan T.

Brewster, Maunie L.

Hampstead, NH

09/14/07

Porter, Travis F.

Pawelczyk, Jessica L.

Walpole, NH

09/29/07

Asanowicz, Jason M.

Brown, Michelle L.

Unity, NH

10/27/07

Foote, Colin J.

Swymer, Faith M.

Acworth, NH

12/23/07
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